Infrared spectrum of the y fundamental band of H: in high rotational levels has been studied. Three motives for this study were (i) to provide laboratory data for the observation of astronomical objects in which a large abundance of H3f exists at high temperature, (ii) to study kinetic energy distribution of HT in plasmas and to determine its rotational and translational temperatures, and (iii) to provide information on high rovibrational states for the variational calculations on the intramolecular dynamic of Hl. In order to increase the kinetic temperature, water-cooled plasmas with helium dominated gas mixtures with He/H*-5/0.6 torr were used. The observed rotational level in the ground state with the highest rotational quantum numbers was J= K= 15 which has the rotational energy of 5091.6 cm-'. It was found from the observed relative intensities of the rovibrational transitions and linewidths that H: in the plasmas were in approximate thermal equilibrium with both rotational and translational temperature of -1000 K. On the contrary, an analysis of the relative intensities of the H: spectral lines observed in our previous study of carbocation spectroscopy showed nonthermal rotational distribution. A semiquantitative discussion is given on the observed results.
INTRODUCTION
Recent discoveries of the H3f infrared emission in Jupiter ionospheres in the 2 pm 2v1 overtone band',* and in the 4 ,um v2 fundamental band"-' have demonstrated that the H,f ions, which exist abundantly in polar regions of Jupiter, are in approximate thermal equilibrium corresponding to a high temperature of -1100 K. The highest emitting states so far identified are the 2y, 1=2, (J,G,U)= 10, 12, +2 level for the 2 ztz overtone emission band* and the vi + y, I = 1, (J,G,Il) =7, 6, -1 level for the vi + v2-vi hot band6 that are 6669 and 6985 cm-' above the lowest state, respectively. Obviously these levels at energies of -10 000 K. are well populated. [Here I is the vibrational angular momentum quantum number, J and k are the rotational quantum number and its projection along the molecular axis, respectively, G=lk-11, and U represents the higher (+) or lower (-) I resonance level.] The high translational temperature of 1150 K was also reported from the observed linewidths of the Jovian emission lines.7 Observations of the H: emission from Uranus8 and Saturn' also showed similar high temperatures of their ionospheres. Moreover, the claim" of the detection of the H-T emission in supernova 1987A introduced the possibility that there are other astronomical objects in which H; is populated in even higher rovibrational states." (Miller et al." used the temperature of 2050 K in their simulation of the observed spectrum.) The first motive to study Hi in high rotational levels arose from the fact that the laboratory spectrum, which was once thought to be fairly complete,'* was insufficient for further astronomical observations.
The second motive for this work came from a preliminary observation in our plasmas for carbocation spectroscopy. While the distribution of H: over rotational levels seemed approximately thermal, some transitions starting from high rotational levels seemed anomalously strong, Since H: is produced initially in hot rovibrational states due to the highly exothermic reaction (1.7 eV) H,+H;-+H;+H, and rotational relaxation for high energy levels may be slow, such an anomaly may be expected. At the back of our minds was the anomalously high population in J= K "metastable states" of interstellar NH, .I3 Such an anomaly in the high rotational levels of diatomic molecules during the relaxation process has also been reported by Ding and Polanyi.14 Since a plasma is not an equilibrium state (with a high electron temperature of a few electron volts and much lower molecular temperatures), a nonthermal rotational distribution is, in principle, possible. However, in plasmas with relatively high pressure (-0.5-10 ton-) such as those used for our molecular ion spectroscopy and in molecular lasers, it has, in general, been observed that the rotational distribution of molecules is thermal and that rotational and translational temperatures are approximately equal. The extremely high rotational levels of H: allows us to explore this theme for molecular ions. We measured the rotational temperature from relative intensities of spectral lines and the translational temperature from their line widths.
II. EXPERIMENT
The HT spectral lines were observed using a difference frequency laser system which has been described in earlier papers.'5'*6 Radiation from an argon ion laser and a tunable ring dye laser are combined in a temperature-controlled LiNbO, crystal to generate tunable infrared radiation. A small part of the infrared radiation is reflected and used for the spectroscopy of reference gases, while the main beam is sent to the discharge cell. The one-meter long, water-cooled glass cell is the latest in our family of cells, with 9 pumping ports and 18 pairs of inlets that are constricted at the points where they touch the wall of the cell to produce jetlike streams. Use of this plasma tube with He-dominated gas mixtures was expected to produce the highest rotational temperatures. Before reaching the discharge cell, the infrared radiation was split into two beams of equal intensity which were propagated in opposite directions through the cell four times in a cyclic multiple-path arrangement16 to increase the path length. After traversing the plasma tube, the two beams were sent to two matched InSb detectors, and the two signals were combined in opposite phase so that the amplitude noise due to the argon ion and dye lasers is subtracted. The plasma was generated by a.c. voltage and the velocity-modulated signal was processed by a lock-in amplifier.17 The first derivative ion signals together with the reference signals were simultaneously recorded on a chart recorder and a computer. Before the systematic scanning was initiated, we optimized the discharge conditions and chemistry to maximize the Hz spectral lines. The optimum stable plasma conditions were 0.6 torr of H, and 5 torr of He in a 6 kHz a.c. discharge with an rms current of 200 mA.
III. OBSERVED HIGH ROTATIONAL LEVELS
For this study, we measured 75 rovibrational transitions of the v2 fundamental band of H: in the region 3579-2691 cm-' . Their assignments and frequencies are listed in Table I together with the rotational energy in the ground state E". About half of them are new transitions corresponding to R-branch lines with high rotational quantum numbers J, K. Other transitions were measured for the purpose of determining temperature under the same conditions. The wave numbers of the transitions were calibrated by reference spectra of NHs, '* C2H4,19 H2C0,19 and D20.20 Being a well-bound light molecular species, H; is the polyatomic molecule with the largest rotational constants. If the traditional polynomial formalism of a symmetric rotor is used for the analysis, we obtain the rotational constants *' 8,=43.56 cm-' and C,=20.71 cm-', and the centrifugal distortion constants 0,=0. Fig. 1 . The highest rotational level from which a spectral line is observed is J= 14, K= 12 which is 5502.9 cm-' above the lowest rotational level. The level with the highest rotational quantum numbers is J= K = 15 which has the rotational energy of 5091.6 cm-'. They are clearly above the 2~ vibrational energy (4997 cm-' for 1=2 and 4777 cm-' for l=O) and are perhaps the highest ground state rotational levels from which absorption lines are observed for any molecule. The observed spectral line is shown in Fig. 2 .
While these rotational energies and many others in this paper far exceed that of J= K= 9, which at 2030.56 cm-' is the highest so far reported in astronomical observations, past experience on H2 quadrupole emission suggests that nature will eventually surpass laboratory capabilities. The highest observed rotational level of H, in the laboratory47 is J= 7 (at 3187.5 cm-') while it is J= 17 (at 15 042 cm-l-l.9 eV) in the Orion Molecular Cloud?8 
IV. MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE A. Rotational temperature
The rotational temperature T, was determined from the relative intensities of spectral lines using the Boltzmann distribution formula
The peak height of the line shape function is ( &A v) -' and the half-width at half-maximum is given by ~Av.
Since exp( -h v/kT,) Q 1, the expression in the brackets of Eq. (3) is nearly equal for ail transitions. Therefore for YifZ~ 1, the population ni and the peak absorption AZif/Zo are related by a simple formula AZ,
where AZif and yif are their peak values and C is a constant common to all transitions. 
are plotted in Fig. 3 with respect to the rotational energy of the ground state EN. The least squares fit gives a linear relation demonstrating the thermal rotational distribution of Eq.
(1) corresponding to the rotational temperature of T,= 1002 t 35 K, obtained from the negative reciprocal of the slope.
B. Translational temperature "i =E exp[ -(E,-Ej)/kT,], nj gj
where ni represents the molecular population in the ith rotational level in the ground vibrational state, Ei its energy, and gi its degeneracy, g,(25+ 1). The nuclear spin statistical weight gI is 4 for ortho (I= g) Hc in K= 3 n levels and is 2 for para (I= i) H: in K = 3n rt 1. The population ni is related to the spectral intensity AZif/Zo through Beer's Law niIl-Lif12[1-exp(-hvlkT,)I~(v,T,), (3) where 1 is the path length, ~if is the transition dipole moment, and T, and T, are the vibrational and translational temperatures, respectively. The normalized line shape function @( v, Tt) can be expressed, for a Doppler-broadened spectral line, as a Gaussian
The translational temperature T, of Hz was determined from the observed linewidth and the line shape function a ( v, T,) given in Eq. (4). Since velocity modulation and the phase sensitive detection give the first derivative line shape, it is most convenient to measure the separation between the maximum and minimum of the derivative shape that can be located accurately. The frequency for the extrema vX can be determined from d*[@( v,T,)]ldv*=O to be ~vX-vo~=6~=Avl~.
The translational temperature then is determined from the measured 26~ and Eq. (5) to be
A complication arises from modulation broadening of the spectral lines due to the velocity modulation. Such effect has been considered by Gudeman et aLI7 Solka et a1.,50 and Farley.' ' Modulation broadening was treated for sinusoidal and square wave modulation. We adopt the latter for its simplicity. While the a.c. voltage from the last stage step-up transformer is sinusoidal, the saturation behavior of the electric field and the threshold of ion current make this assumption somewhat justified. With this assumption, the derivative shape is calculated from50Vs'
where m is the amplitude of velocity modulation and Tt is omitted for brevity. The extrema of this functions are determined from &P(v)lSv=O and satisfy 
where T(K), p(torr), E(u/cm), and Ko(cm2/Vs) are temperature, pressure, the electric field, and the reduced mobility, respectively. The value of K. can be estimated from the Chapman-Enskog formula54'55 to be
where LY is the polarizability of He, p is the reduced mass of H: and He, and N is Avogadro's number. In order to use the last expression in Eq. (14), a of He in a3 (0.205) and ,Z in a.m.u. (1.73) should be used to obtain K. in cm2/Vs (21.0). Using our experimental conditions p = 5.6 torr, T= 1000 K, and E= 10 V/cm, we obtain um=1.0X105 cm/s which gives M=0.44.
For this value, Eq. (11) gives X=0.756. Therefore the fractional increase of the linewidth is Xl( 1 /d/2) = 1.07, i.e., 7%. This has been corrected for from the observed linewidth. The translational temperature obtained from the measured linewidths was T,= 10205 100 K, which agrees with the rotational temperature.
V. H3+ IN PLASMAS FOR CARBOCATION SPECTROSCOPY
As mentioned in Sec. I, the possibility of nonthermal rotational distribution of Hc was initially suggested in our extensive carbocation spectroscopy'5844.45P56 in which liquid-N2 cooled plasmas with He-dominated gas mixtures containing a small amount of hydrocarbon were used. The observed values of ln [ AZlZSg] vs E" are plotted in Fig. 4 for a series of experiments using a gas mixture of He/H2/CH4=7/0. l/O. 12 ton: For this set of data, the observed points do not line up on a straight line and it is impossible to determine the rotational temperature uniquely. If we use observed values for low rotational levels (E"C2000 cm-'), a least squares fitting gives the straight line shown in Fig. 4 and gives the rotational temperature T,= 77 1 t 67 K. The average of the observed linewidths gave the translational temperature T, = 590 t 50 K after the modulation broadening was corrected for. It is noted in Fig. 4 that the observed points corresponding to higher rotational energy lie considerably higher than the straight line indicating that these levels are more populated than expected from the thermal equilibrium corresponding to the straight line.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results and analysis given in Sets. IV and V show that the rotational distribution of Hl in watercooled plasmas with the mixture He/H,=5/0.6 torr is Boltzmannian corresponding to a temperature of 1000 K. The agreement of the rotational and translational temperatures shows the kinetic equilibrium. The temperature is compa- rable to the vibrational temperature of H: in liquid-N, cooled plasmas which ranged from 700-1500 K.16 It is higher than the rotational temperature in liquid-N, cooled pure-H, plasmas which may be as low as 200 K.56*23 The kinetic temperature in the plasmas used in the present study is high for three reasons: (a) The high ionization potential of He keeps the electron temperature high;57 (b) water-cooling was used instead of liquid-N, cooling; (c) the plasma tube is designed such that fresh chemical reactions occur in many points of the optical path.
The observed thermal distribution of H: in a He/I-I, mixture demonstrates that H3f relax rapidly during their short lifetimes. Since H,f survives collisions with He and H,, its lifetime is limited either by recombination with electrons or by ambipolar diffusion and destruction at the wall of the plasma tube. The rate of the former process is estimated to be -2x104 s-l from the recombination rate constant (1.8X 10m7 cm3 s-') (Ref. 58) and the electron density (-10" cmm3) (Ref. 55) and is less than that of the latter. The lifetime of H: limited by the ambipolar diffusion is estimated to be on the order of 10 w using Eq. (13) with K, = 2 1 .O cm2/Vs, the 6 mm radius of the plasma tube, and the assumed ambipolar diffusion field of -5 V/cm, a half of the axial field.59.60
During the lifetime of 10 ,US, Ht collide with He and H, many times and thermalize. For the longest range Langevin potential V= ae2/2r4, the collision cross sections may be calculated to be 21 and 42 A2, ,respectively, for H:-He and HT -H, collisions using the formula61P52,55
(T= rre(4a/3kT)"2 (15) and the polarizability of He (0.205 A5> and H2 (0.790 A3) at T= 1000 K. We thus estimate that H: undergo -250 and -60 collisions with He and H,, respectively, during its lifetime. Since it takes only several collisions to thermalize translational motion,62 H; stay thermal for most of their lifetimes. The rotational relaxation, however, is less efficient since the Langevin interaction, being independent of the angular orientation of Hl, is ineffective.63 Other orientation dependent interactions such as the charge induced dipolequadrupole interaction between Hz and He and the l/R5 quadrupole-quadrupole interaction between H: and H2 are much smaller. The major cooling mechanism for the rovibrational states of Hl must be the ion-neutral exchange reactions H++fi /" Hg:+Hz 3 2\H2fi+ +HH ' (W (16b) where the tilde marks the initial constituent atom of H,. The first reaction is a proton hop reaction while the second is a hydrogen exchange reaction. The deuterium analog of these reactions have been studied extensively since they lead to the efficient deuterium fractionation in interstellar space.64 Many rate constants ranging from 1.30X 10e9 cm3 s-' to 2.6X10-" cm3 s-l have been reported,65 and the reactions are still under intense study.66 Even if we use the lowest reported rate constant of 2.6X10-" cm3 s-', we note that Hl undergo the reaction 15 times during their lifetimes. The efficient thermalization of the rovibrational states of H: must be due to these reactions. This is particularly true in plasmas in planetary ionospheres where Hz is the dominant collision partner.
The situation of H; in hydrocarbon plasmas is quite different. The lifetime of H: in this case is limited more by the proton hopping to the hydrocarbon rather than by ambipolar diffusion. For example, in our plasmas using a gas mixture of He/H2/CH4=7/0.1/0.12 ton-, the lifetime of H: is estimated to be -300 ns using the proton hop rate constant65 of 1.6X lOR9 cm' s-'. Our results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that Hl in low rotational levels thermalize during this time but those in high rotational levels lag behind in much the same way discussed by Ding and Polanyi.14 For example, the energy difference between J= 14, K= 12 and J= 13, K= 12 levels is more than 1000 cm-', which is a large energy to impart to a collision partner.67
These crude order of magnitude estimates are complicated by the fact that Hl are under acceleration in the plasmas and that the plasma conditions, such as ion density, temperature, ambipolar diffusion field, etc., are highly inhomogeneous. Nevertheless, we believe it explains semiquantitatively the different rotational distributions of H; in the He/Hz and He/H&H, plasmas.
Note added in proojI Regarding our remark in this paper that the high J, K levels of Hz "are perhaps the highest ground state rotational levels from which absorptions are ob- A. Kennedy, and I. R. McNab, Chem. Phys. 116, 145 (1992) .] Their u = 1, N =45+u =0, N=44 transition starting from the ground state rotational energy level of 22 803 cm-' clearly vitiate the remark. A qualifying phrase "observed in bulk gas" should have been added to the remark.
